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The concept Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) refers thus to the study and development of 

intelligent systems to support older people in their everyday life, offering a secure conditions in daily 

environment preferred by user. Via AAL the communication and information technologies, products 

and services come in elderly social environment. eWALL, is an innovative open-source Ambient 

Assisted Living platform that aims to address the challenges by means of an advanced cloud-based 

infrastructure. This paper will present solutions for QoS guarantee of data traffic flows at Cloud 

Based eWall Ambient Assisted Living platform. A Dynamic Queue Management Priority Buffer 

(DQMPB) for QoS control in eWall Home Gateway is proposed. DQMPB provides different treatment 

for the different traffic flows to suit their own QoS requirements. The article presents results of 

performance studies undertaken via real system and simulation modeling.  
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I. Introduction 
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) is an emerging 

technology focused at providing of middleware of 
different types of sensors, computers, mobile devices, 
wireless networks and software applications for 
personal healthcare monitoring and tele-health 
systems [1]. 

A lot of projects are focused in production of 
hardware and software infrastructures for AAL 
systems [2], [3], [4]. Even though one can find many 
similarities in the architectural aspects of the different 
smart environments and AAL platforms, there is still 
no widely adopted method for developing these 
systems. There is currently one initiative to build a 
reference model of open software architecture that 
supports different sensors and actuators [5, 6] for 
AAL system that is supported by many individual 
researchers, leaders in their fields, and related 
projects. 

From a physical perspective the overall system 
topology of an AAL system will consist of different 
elements, ranging from portable or home sensors, over 
mobile or embedded systems with fairly low 
computational power, up to powerful computational 
machines and cloud services. The major challenge for 
the engineering of an AAL system is to consider how 
this diversity of elements can be integrated in a 
seamless way to render the assistance services in a 
coherent way. Currently many different architectural 
types exist for the smart environment and AAL 
domains. They are described in details in [7], [8]. The 
main types include: service-oriented architecture 
(SOA), service-oriented device architecture (SODA), 
peer-to-peer architecture (P2P), event-driven 
architecture (EDA), component and connector (C2), 
multi-agent system (M.A.S) and blackboard. 
However, as reasoned about in [8], none of them can 
perfectly fit the requirements for AAL systems, 
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specifically the requirement for integration to meet the 
different quality demands in the best possible way. 

The eWALL project creates a platform that 
supports independent living of older people with 
physical impairments in their autonomy, functional 
capacity and participation in society providing them 
risk management, home safety eHealth and lifestyle 
management applications [9]. The goal of this paper is 
to present an innovative solution to Quality of Service 
(QoS) guarantee for cloud-based service-oriented 
AAL architecture elaborated during the development 
of the eWALL project.  

Ambient Assisted Living environments rely 
heavily on use of technology for providing its users 
with assistance or supervision in their Activities of 
Daily Living (ADLs). Thus, it is crucial to ensure that  
sensor networks have high reliability and availability 
in such systems. Performance of networks is measured 
by the packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay 
and power consumption in order to ensure QoS, 
especially for time sensitive traffic. During the past 
ten years of research, a big number of protocols have 
been developed, differing by the type of media they 
use as well as the performance requirements for which 
they have been optimized. The protocol specifications 
do not include specific buffer management algorithms. 
This paper explores Dynamic Queue Management 
Priority Buffer with the goal of achieving best 
possible QoS in context of Ambient Assisted Living 
environments. 

 
II. eWall Cloud Based AAL architecture 

The eWALL Cloud Based AAL system (Figure 1) 
involves an ecosystem of sensing devices, computing 
resources and display devices. The interaction within 
the elements of the ecosystem is enabled by the 
central component of the system, eWALL Platform 
with core running in cloud environment and which 

aggregates data coming from sensors, analyses them, 
transforms them into specific formats suitable for the 
user/system that needs them and infers new higher 
level knowledge by applying advanced reasoning on 
data. The objective of the ecosystem is providing 
added values services to the end users. 

The eWALL home environment comprises a 
plethora of sensors and sensor networking technology 
as well as human/computer interaction and computing 
capabilities. All devices in the caring home are 
referred as the eWALL networked devices. Their 
choice strongly depends on the actual target group of 
the inhabitants and their potentials for integration in 
an end-to-end solution such as eWALL. 

Sensing data interfaces (I1A) are used for 
receiving all sensing data from home environments 
and storing them using Data Manager. This includes 
user activity data, environmental sensing data 
(temperature, humidity, luminance, gas levels, 
movement, and presence), furniture sensing data, 
appliances sensing data, speaker data, visual data 
and vitals data.  

Remote Proxy sends credentials to login to the 
system and obtain authentication token that is then 
used in all subsequent HTTP requests towards 
eWALL Cloud. Afterwards, Remote Proxy registers 
sensing environment with Point of Contact with 
details on local platform version, status, expiration, 
etc. Cloud Gateway checks whether sensing 
environment is provisioned and enabled and if it is not 
already online. If successfully, Remote Proxy obtains 
devices configuration data, such as devices types, 
room name etc. This information is then used by 
Local Data Manager (LDM) to create subscriptions 
for receiving data per each device from local database. 
Next, Remote Proxy performs synchronization sync 
check in case there was an unexpected system 
shutdown of Home Sensing Environment.  

 
Fig.1. eWALL Cloud Based AAL architecture. 
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After initialization, local platform components are 
ready to start sending data to cloud and to receive 
commands from cloud. When new processed data 
from home sensors is stored in local database, the data 
is immediately send to Local Data Manager via 
database continuous changes API. LDM adapts this 
data to commons data model, checks privacy policy 
and if allowed sends data to cloud via Profiling Server 
and Cloud Gateway as data push communication 
model. Prior to that, if there is a Local Reasoner 
subscribed to this data type, the data will be process 
by Local Reasoner. If alarm needs to be send to cloud 
Local Reasoner uses Remote Proxy and Cloud 
Gateway to send notification to Notification Manager. 

 
III. Implementation of Dynamic Queue 

Management Priority Buffer 
The need for asynchronicity is especially prevalent 

within the Home sensing environment; connected 
devices need to publish status-updates, sensory data, 
speaker and visual sensing data etc. to other 
applications that are listening – instead of those 
applications having to poll them continuously, which 
would impose unnecessary bandwidth and processing 
requirements on the devices themselves. Data transfer 
between the two environments is done in an 
asynchronous fashion. The end-to-end QoS of 
asynchrony multiple-flow data may be affected if 
appropriate queue management techniques are not 
used. When there are simultaneously services with 
diverse QoS requirements such as concurrent Real 
Time data (Speaker, Visual and Vitals Sensing Data) 
and Non-Real-Time data (user activity data, 
environmental sensing data, furniture sensing data, 
appliances sensing data), the problem of QoS 
provisioning becomes even more challenging.  

To guarantee the QoS of sensing data flows 
between Home sensing environment and Cloud 
environment a modified priority buffer is 
implemented [10]. Dynamic Queue Management 
Priority Buffer (DQMPB) is a fine-buffer priority 
queuing system with capacity of k packets that enables 
joint QoS control of ongoing sensor data with real-

time and non-real-time flows. In DQMPB a single 
queue is utilized as shown in Figure 2, with a 
threshold Th, which controls the admission of RT data 
into the queue. Since RT data is delay sensitive, the 
queuing of arriving RT packets proceeds in a FIFO 
manner in front of the NRT packets. We can say that 
this is a Time Priority Class. On the other hand, RT 
flow is to some extent loss tolerant, hence threshold 
Th is used to limit the total number of RT packets in 
the queue and at the same time accord the NRT 
packets buffer Space Priority. Consequently, RT delay 
is minimized with time priority, while at the same 
time, NRT loss is minimized with the space priority 
mechanism. In the buffer the RT packets are placed all 
the time in front of the NRT packets, until they reach 
the threshold limit Th. 

Another important feature of the DQMPB queuing 
system is that RT data assume a limited ‘higher space 
priority’ up to the threshold limit Th, at instances 
when a full buffer is encountered by an arriving RT 
data. This is achieved by implementing a Last in First 
Drop policy where the packet at the tail of the (NRT) 
queue is dropped to admit the arriving RT data that 
meets a full buffer, as long as the total number of RT 
packets in the DQMPB is less than the threshold Th. 
The effect of this policy is expected to give only a 
slight increase in overall NRT loss if the threshold Th 
is small in comparison to the total DQMPB size k. 
Hence, the total number of NRT packets allowed in 
the buffer can range from k, the total queue capacity, 
to k-Th, which further minimizes loss of NRT packets. 
The complete sharing of the buffer space by both 
classes also ensures high buffer utilization and results 
in lower overall packet loss probability compared to 
non-sharing.  

The Dynamic Queue Management is a responsible 
for a dynamic threshold Th. A viable way of assuring 
continuous QoS provisioning for both classes of 
traffic is to jointly optimize the QoS parameters for a 
given set of system and traffic parameters. This can be 
achieved by deriving the optimum DQMPB threshold 
Th, through a cost function. The weighted grade of 
service cost function is used to determine the optimum 

 
Fig.2. A Dynamic Queue Management Priority System (DQMPS). 
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operating threshold position for a given set of traffic 
and system parameters. This function is calculated 
form Head of Line Delay (HoLD), Buffer Status 
Report (BSR) and the intensities of the input flows.  
 
IV. Numerical results and analysis 

 

 
Fig.3. Loss probability of RT Sensing data. 

On Figure 3 are shown results for the RT sensing 
data loss probability of FIFO buffer and DQMP 
buffer. This results shows that the DQMP buffer has a 
significant impact on the performance of the system 
relatively to the RT sensing data loss and this  is more 
important when the arrival rate of RT sensing data is 
growing.  

Figures  4 show that DQMP buffer keeps the same 
level of loss probability for NRT sensing data  
compared to FIFO buffer. 

 
 

 
Fig.4. Loss probability of NRT Sensing data. 

 
V. Conclusion 

In this paper we have implemented a Dynamic 
Queue Management Priority Buffer in Cloud Based 
Ambient Assisted Living Architecture to guarantee 
the QoS of the different type sensing data. With this 
implementation we achieved a better management of 
buffer space. The QoS measures show that DQMPB 
have an impact on the dropping of real time data 
packets and decries the delay. The DQMPB could be 

implemented in any other AAL platform when there is 
a need of guaranteed QoS data transfer between home 
environment and cloud.  
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